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Materials (nano)science

Materials science includes those parts of 

chemistry, physics, geology and biology that 

deal with the physical, chemical or biological 

properties of materials. 

Thermodynamics= thermostatic (optimized geometry)+ kinetics (metastable structures)

nobody knows the true ground state (example: carbon)



All the properties (electronic, vibrational, magnetic,mechanical…) depend to the dimensionality

(topological dimension) 

d=0 (clusters)

d=1 wire

d=2 (carbon, quantum well)

d=3 crystal

d not integer (fractal structure) Hausdorff dimension is not pertinent

d=-1 (vacuum, Casimir, Dirac…) d=3

The density of states is defined as the number of different states 

at a particular energy level that electrons are allowed to occupy
d>3 (quasicrystals…) 

d=2

d=1

d=0



All the properties are (often) related to periodicity (cristallography)

Amorphous materials are a specific class 

described as a « perturbed » crystal

In a semiconductor (insulator) few ppm of impurities

are enough to promote conduction!!!!

electronic properties are sensitive to « environment » 

(applications: electronic devices, sensors..)



The holly bible of the solid states physics

Ashcroft- Mermin book states 

chapter 2 page 33 

" Thus if our metal is one dimensional we would simply replace 

the line from 0 to L to which the electron were confined by a 

circle of circumference L. In three dimensions the geometrical 

embodiment of the boundary condition , in which three pairs 

of opposite faces on the cube are joint , becomes topologically

impossible to construct in three dimensional space " 

three-dimensional torus

but in 4D-space



Topology has invited itself in materials science

geometry

extrinsic

differential, discrete

intrinsic

topology

properties related to the topology

Evolution of the system

according to the topology rules

(homotopy)

Thermodynamics (kinetics pathways)

Macroscopic

« classical » physics
Microscopic (nano world)

to date:  connection between topology ang geometry using Gauss Bonnet theorem

topology rules breakdown

phase transition



Topology and geometry (hyperbolic for example) are emergent

Nobel price 2016

Topological insulators

Amazing properties

Insulator (bulk)

Conducting (surface)

Conduction is independent from the 

surface chemistry!!!!

Topologically protected states (topological invariants, i.e. which don't depends of local physics as impurities or so on.



Topology and geometry (hyperbolic for example) are emergent



carbon

floppy element

most studied element

most useful (organic chemistry, living thing)

allotropes: diamond , fullerenes, onions, nanotubes, origamis, 

clathrate, graphite, amorphous carbon, liquid carbon…

remains a piece of mystery (vitreous carbon ?)



surfaces: one candidate (and no more!) the carbon

diamond ( 3Dstructure)
graphene (2D structure)

carbyne (1D structure)

periodicity

α-graphyne β-graphyne

Peng et al https://doi.org/10.2147/NSA.S40324

fullerene (0D structure)

abusive!

no periodicity

Carbon (sp2 hybridization)

Carbon (sp3 hybridization)

Carbon (sp hybridization)

γ-graphyne

carbon four electrons

covalent bonding



graphene

Bieri, Marco, et al. Chemical communications 45 (2009): 6919-6921.

graphene supergraphene

STM (Scanning Tunneling Microscope)

Zettl Research Group

Condensed Matter Physics Department of Physics University of California

at Berkeley)



Graphene: topology opens the door

exceptionally high tensile strength, electrical conductivity, 

transparency

Electrons propagating through graphene's honeycomb lattice effectively lose their mass, producing 

quasi-particles that are described by a 2D analogue of the Dirac equation rather than the 

Schrödinger equation for spin-1/2 particles

2D Dirac-like Hamiltonian for massless fermions



classification theorem (surface)

2D crystal: BVK conditions 

« strong » topological insulator

? ?

geodesic



Toolbox for monitoring « symmetry »

Time-reversal symmetry

(spin-orbit coupling, magnetic field, magnetic element…)

Inversion symmetry (different chemical species

NB, dichacogenides…) 

Glide reflection symmetry

Screw symmetry…

Translational symmetry (crystal) 

but a toolbox is available
electron: fermion spin 1/2 analogy with a fibre bundle



In elemental structures square is never observed!

In 3D only one element with a simple cubic structure (cf Clifford torus) is observed (polonium)

Gluing square and hexagon

never observed (excepted complex structures) observed (graphene)



Gluing hexagon

Graphene: amazing properties (Dirac cone entangled states with « massless » electrons)

square

+

K,K’ pair

Diract points (Pauli matrix)

electron mass me versus -me

« massless »



topology

Example: topological insulators (torus to sphere)Properties are « different »

Antiaromaticy (Moebius ) 

States topologically protected

No modification under external perturbation

Impurities, defects…

Thermodynamics (kinetics) according to homotopy rules

(self intersecting is forbidden for materials !)



Graphene and beyond : geometry opens the door

hyperbolic geometry is poorly investigated by physicists



Hyperbolic spaces: some examples in physics

Physical phenomena are governed by the Laplacian
If Laplacian is « negative » chaos is possible (Hadamard)

opens the door of unusual properties (« fuite de Poincaré«, chaos…)

« continuous » (macroscopic samples)

3D printing

Fractal structure (lithography)

Microscopic: vitreous carbon



Hyperbolic spaces: some examples in physics

Carbon: differential geometry

polymer printing+ pyrolysis

TPMS structures

Mechanical properties



TPMS carbon (macroscopic)

simulation/experiment

3D printing model



N=6 hexagons pure sp2 hybridization

N=5 pentagons « pure » sp3 hybridization (pentagon 108° instead of 109,47° in fully sp3 tetrahedron)

N=7 heptagons 128,57° not so far from 120°

N=4  90° corresponds to pure p bonding

N=8 heptagons 135° far from 120°

sp2 hybridization (six fold rings) mimics a true surface  close to the mathematical concept

(flat H=0 every where)

H (locally) ≠ 0  if homogeneous and isotrope  depends to R the « radius »

Energetic point of view

Euler’s relationship (do not depend to N6)

fullerene C60 g=0 N7=N8=0 then N5=12 TPMS g≥3 the smaller one g=3 N7=24 



Extrinsic geometry (surface) Poincare uniformisation theorem

graphene

fullerene

Schwarzite

Not yet synthesized

Amorphous phase 

(vitreous carbon)

differential discrete



topology describes the envelope

pavement with a grid formed by hexagons/pentagons/ n-fold gons

topology= surface

metric

mathematical description

polynomial form (continuous)
Grid (discrete)

approximation
Hexagons

Pentagons

Heptagons…

TOPOLOGY PHYSICS

TESSELATION

Brakke’s Surface Evolver

Weierstrass-Enneper Representation

Atomic coordinates: 

crystallography

Euler’s rule

From differential to discrete geometry



Exemple: Schwarzites

(TPMS Triply Periodic Minimal surfaces) 

H=0         K<0

H Mean curvature

K Gauss curvature (intrinsic) 

hyperbolic geometry

genus 2≥3



A particular case: vitreous carbon : a piece of mystery

excellent biological compatibility with living tissues

high temperature resistance

hardness, low density, low electrical resistance

low friction

low thermal resistance

extreme resistance to chemical attack 

impermeability to gases and liquids despite porosity !!!

and more…



A particular case: vitreous carbon : a piece of mystery

no consensus

but surface+holes

heptagons may be octogons

and pentagons!

Thermodynamicaly

Schwarzite synthesis is probably

a dream



vitreous carbon structure with holes

HRTEM (High Resolution Transmission Microscopy)

Vitreous carbon

Schwarzites are the candidate

Physical route: laser ablation+ laser annealing

Chemical route: pyrolisis (T>2500K sugar…)
hyperbolic geometry opens the door



Stability in carbon structures

Graphene is the reference, stability is defined by the difference between the cohesive energy

in the structure and the graphene (or diamond)

Brut force + quantum chemistry calculation or DFT and beyond: 

exact but time (and money) consuming

POAV (Pi orbital Axis Vector)

Defect Formula: “Mathematical” Stability, orbifold (Thu rston), Conway, Coxeter…

Willmore (differential geometry)



POAV geometrical model

« classical approach » chemistry

POAV: « π orbital axis vector » concept of rehybridization



Defect formula

Orbifold (Conway, Thurston) symmetry groups in two-d imensional spaces of constant curvature

The local Gauss–Bonnet theorem relates the curvature 

integrated over the surface area within a surface patch P 

bounded by a p-sided polygon with geodesic edges internal vertex angles vi

Hyde et al Acta Crystallogr. Sect. A Found. Adv. 2014, 70, 319–337

stability needs minimization of χ0

Gauss Bonnet (discrete)

structure (graphene, fullerene…)

List of isometries

The orbifold of such a group is “the surface divided by the group”

p-sided polygon



defect formula

graphene

fullerene

TPMS

stability Egraphene>Efullerene>ETPMS

Benedek et al 

graphite -8.37

defect formula in agreement with full calculations

(finite Euclidean reflection groups)



summary: carbon molecules in terms of « orbifolds »

Huson, D. Two-Dimensional Symmetry Mutation 1991.



Willmore

Poisson ratio Willmore

(DFT calculations)

other data are available! no consensus for BM and BG
Benedek, G.; Bernasconi, M.; Cinquanta, E.; D’Alessio, L.; De Corato, M. The topological background of schwarzite
physics. InThe Mathematics and Topology of Fullerenes; Springer: Berlin/Heidelberg, Germany, 2011; pp. 217–247.



Summary: cohesive energy fullerenes to graphene

Fullerenes

POAV

Ab Initio

DFT

Semi Ab Initio

DFT+ tight binding

Willmore



Conclusion and open issues

non orientable structures (real projective surfaces…)

toolbox for kinetics (topological invariants are preserved) 

Hyperbolic geometry

Fractal structures (example Hadamar walk in Sierpinsky carpet) 

Chaotic motion « fuite de Poincaré «

« Monitoring » the periodicity

topology applied to physical problems (impurities in periodic cells versus impurities in torus)

topology

understand some amazing properties (graphene, topological insulators…) 

3 4

geometry

stability of carbon structures

Mechanical properties (macroscopic to microscopic) differential to discrete geometries

Fermion (electron) base space+ fiber (bundle) space (trivial versus non trivial), boson (phonon) torus anyway

open

Work is in progress

Work is in progress

open



An example where topology improves results: Madelung constant

ESC direct: cube replica

Ejven renormalization with

different fractional fictive charges 

CSC Clifford



When mathematics confronted with the reality

2D infinite sheets are no stable at T≠ 0 k

ripples are observed in graphene at long range order

Jahn Teller theorem

Mermin-Wagner theorem (short range order)

“any molecule or complex ion in an

electronically degenerate state (excepted

spin) will be unstable relative to a

configuration of lower symmetry in which

the degeneracy is absent”.

spontaneous symmetry breakdown 

but



insulator

An interface between different topological states has 

topologically protected midgap states

Magnetic field (current)

With spin orbit (no net current)

gapless

graphene

graphene with spin orbit

3D Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem, aka fermion-doubling theorem:

Topological gapped phases 

Hasan, M. Z., & Kane, C. L. (2010). Colloquium: topological insulators. Reviews of 

modern physics, 82(4), 3045.



Modèle structural du carbone vitreux

Aspect topologique:

Sucrose C12H22O11 carbone vitreux

pyrolyse
Composé organique Carbone graphitisable ou non graphitisable

Anthracène C14H10 graphite

Autre Composés non graphitisables:  chlorure de polyvinylidène C2H2Cl2
Autre Composé graphitisable: chlorure de polyvinyle C2H2Cl

g = 0

g = 0

g ≥ 3

H

H H H

H H H

H

H

H

H

g = 1

Même éléments chimiques

mais 

d’invariant topologique ≠

Invariant topologique ≥ 3 = clef de la synthèse du carbone vitreux!
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